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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
I make copies of articles to read on subway rides and long flights. I refer to xeroxes of
architectural drawings – plans, sections, and elevations – when I visit sites. I copy travel guides,
articles, and essays. These are stapled and transported in clear plastic file folders. Mostly they
live in unwieldy piles in my apartment. I have made xeroxes of my photographs, scanned them
and made photographs from the scans. Sometimes I repeat this move. I like the displacements of
the image. Copy, scan, print, repeat. The xerox prints of Barbara T. Smith from her experiments
in the mid-60s – graphite smeared shapes and patterns on mustard yellow, pale pink, and orange
papers – are spare, trace-like and surprisingly powerful. I also admire the rule-bound rigor of the
work in the Xerox Book published by Seth Siegelaub in 1968. The graphic minimalism of the
design and his twenty-five page-per-artist format is still radical, yet the works seem brittle and
leave little residue.
In Bhopal, I was able to get my hands on a poorly xeroxed copy of a key book on the Bharat
Bhavan collection. Later, I found pristine copies of that book in libraries in New York where I could
easily make high resolution scans. I was reminded of seeing plaster casts of the Ishtar Gate basreliefs of Babylon on location south of Baghdad in the early 1980s, and then encountering the
originals in Vienna and Chicago. Why should this rankle and what does it say about the fluid ways
objects, books, bodies, and ideas circulate and re-circulate through the world?
I set myself an exercise to copy the drawings of tribal artists from the Bharat Bhavan collection
book The Perceiving Fingers. Once I began to draw them, I noticed the unusual shapes and
arrangements – the abstract leaf-vein lines, the cellular orb-like forms, the supple, breathing lines,

dashes and dots, quite unlike anything I had drawn in Bauhaus-inspired foundation graphic
exercises in architecture school.
This insight from poet and translator A. K. Ramanujan helps clue me in:
Self-conscious, we write out of a corner of ourselves filtering out our childhood, our obscenities,
our bodies, our mythologies, the rich fabric of allusion that a first language is. You don't just write
with a language, you write with all you have. When I write in Kannada, I'd like all my English,
Tamil, etc. to be at the back of it; and when I write in English I hope my Tamil and my Kannada,
like my linguistics and anthropology, what I know of America and India, are at the back of it. It's of
course only a hope, not a claim.
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